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ARCHITETTURA SONORA

Celebrating clear-cut lines and discreet elegance, the Cylinder
family is available in various combinations of materials, offering
a wide choice of sound modules ready to harmonize with
different landscapes and settings.
The proportions and performance of the Medium Cylinder,
make it the perfect solution when integration and harmony with
landscape and architecture is important as much as the high
quality of sound. Available also in the Lighting Mood version,
these models create an enchanted alchemy between light and
sound.

MEDIUM CYLINDER
HIGH PERFORMANCE WITHOUT COMPROMISE

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

22cm
8.66”

45cm
17.71”

45h x 22 cm (17.71h x 8.66 inches)

Dimensions:

22kg (55 pounds) in marble - 18kg (44 pounds) in concrete

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
6” Dual Concentric

Speaker Type:

8Ω

Nominal Impedence:

Two way on board

Crossover:

55-20.000HZ (-6dB)

Frequency Range:
Sensitivity (1W-1m):

89dB

Speaker peak power:

300W

Speaker RMS POWER:

150W
200W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:
Lighting Mood specs (optional)
Light Source

Led module 1x7W

Rated Output

7W

Power Supply

90-260V

Light Color Temperature

3000K

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER
BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

White

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

Red

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

BASE MATERIALS

Stainless
steel

Brass

Painted Graphite
Aluminium

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

SOLID SURFACE

Betracryl

Painted Silver
Aluminium

architetturasonora.com/products/medium-cylinder/

Celebrating clear-cut lines and discreet elegance, the
Cylinder family is available in various combinations of materials, offering a wide choice of sound modules ready to
harmonize with different landscapes and settings.
Distinguished by a warm and clean tonal balance, the Tall
Cylinder is an omnidirectional full-range speaker; its
balanced dimensions and neat lines make it ideal for any
setting, both indoor and outdoor. Now finally available also
in the Lighting Mood version creating an enchanted
alchemy between light and sound.

TALL CYLINDER
ARCHETYPICAL SHAPE FOR AN EXCELLENT SOUND QUALITY

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

22cm
8.66”

55cm
21.65”

55h x 22 cm (21.65h x 8.66 inches)

Dimensions:

25kg (55 pounds) in marble - 20kg (44 pounds) in concrete

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
6” Dual Concentric

Speaker Type:

8Ω

Nominal Impedence:

Two way on board

Crossover:

55-20.000HZ (-6dB)

Frequency Range:
Sensitivity (1W-1m):

89dB

Speaker peak power:

300W

Speaker RMS POWER:

150W
200W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:
Lighting Mood specs (optional)
Light Source

Led module 1x7W

Rated Output

7W

Power Supply

90-260V

Light Color Temperature

3000K

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER
BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

White

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

Red

White
Carrara

BASE MATERIALS

Stainless
steel

Brass

Painted Graphite
Aluminium

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

Painted Silver
Aluminium

architetturasonora.com/products/tall-cylinder/

An omnidirectional sound diffuser characterized by a warm
and full tonal balance, the Cube400 represents the top of
AS range. The Cube celebrats clear-cut lines and discreet
elegance and it is available in various combinations of
materials, offering a wide choice of sound modules ready
to harmonize with different landscapes and settings.
Both indoor and outdoor it is ideal for enviroments
requiring a superior sound quality and an elegant design
presence.
The Lighting Mood version adds a magical and ethereal
component to an element so strongly characterized by its
materiality.
Available also in subwoofer version.

CUBE_400
SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY AND ELEGANT DESIGN

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

40cm
15.74”

57cm
22.44”

40cm
15.74”

40 x 40 x 57 cm (15.74 x 15.74 x 22.44 inches)

Dimensions:

140kg (308 pounds) in marble - 110kg (242 pounds) in concrete

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
6” Dual Concentric

Speaker Type:

8Ω

Nominal Impedence:

Two way on board

Crossover:

38-20.000HZ (-6dB)

Frequency Range:
Sensitivity (1W-1m):

89dB

Speaker peak power:

300W

Speaker RMS POWER:

150W
200W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:
Lighting Mood specs (optional)
Light Source

Led module 1x22W

Rated Output

22W

Power Supply

90-260V

Light Color Temperature

3000K

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER
BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

White

WOOD

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

Red

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

Teak

Oak

BASE MATERIALS

Stainless
steel

Brass

Painted Graphite
Aluminium

Painted Silver
Aluminium

architetturasonora.com/products/cube/

“When the going gets tough, the tough get going” … the
new Cube2LV is a very powerful passive subwoofer that
really breaks new ground and sets new standards for rich
detailed bass performance in indoor and outdoor.
Everything about the Cube2LV is optimized for highperformance: a sophisticated and beautiful concrete
body houses a remarkable 12-inch woofer (hence the
name 2LV) that delivers "clubbing" performances of great
pressure in both indoor and outdoor environments, a
completely

unprecedented

accomplishment

in

the

subwoofer category.

CUBE_2LV SUB
SOPHISTICATED HIGH PERFORMANCE

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

40cm
15.74”

56cm
22.04”

40cm
15.74”

40 x 40 x 56 cm (15.74 x 15.74 x 22.04 inches)

Dimensions:

85kg (187 pounds) in concrete

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
12” Woofer

Speaker Type:

6Ω

Nominal Impedence:

no crossover on board - dsp needed (Lp 100 hz 18 db/oct min)

Crossover:

20-150HZ (-6dB)

Frequency Range:

93dB

Sensitivity (1W-1m):
Speaker peak power:

2000W

Speaker RMS POWER:

1000W
min.500W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER
BODY/BASE MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

White

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

Red

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

LEGS MATERIALS

Stainless
steel

Brass

Painted Graphite
Aluminium

Painted Silver
Aluminium

architetturasonora.com/products/cube-2lv/

Classic lines and clean detailing make the Sphere_360
an AS design classic. Available in a wide range of materials and finishing with two different options for the base
design, the Sphere adapts to any type of interior design
or landscape.
Omnidirectional full-range sound module characterized by
a full and warm tonal balance, the Sphere meets the
highest expectations for high quality sound, both
indoor and outdoor.
The insertion of light for the Lighting Mood version
creates a wonderful tension between sound, light and
material making the sonic Sphere almost float into space.
Available also in subwoofer version.

SPHERE_360
CLASSICAL LINES FOR CUTTING-EDGE SOUND

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

49cm

19.29”

36cm

14.17”

49cm
19.29”

49h x 36 cm (19.29h x 14.17 inches)

Dimensions:

31kg (68 pounds) in marble - 23kg (50 pounds) in concrete

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
6” Dual Concentric

Speaker Type:

8Ω

Nominal Impedence:

Two way on board

Crossover:

50-20.000HZ (-6dB)

Frequency Range:
Sensitivity (1W-1m):

89dB

Speaker peak power:

300W

Speaker RMS POWER:

150W
200W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:
Lighting Mood specs (optional)
Light Source

Led module 1x7W

Rated Output

7W

Power Supply

90-260V

Light Color Temperature

3000K

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER
BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

White

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

Red

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

CLAY

Terracotttta

BASE MATERIALS

Stainless
steel

Brass

Painted Graphite
Aluminium

Painted Silver
Aluminium

architetturasonora.com/products/sphere-360/

Classic lines and clean detailing make the Sphere an AS
design

classic;

the

different

proportions

make

the

Sphere_470 the ideal solution when higher performance and
volumes are required. Available in a wide range of materials and
finishing with two different options for the base design, the
Sphere adapts to any type of interior design or landscape.
Omnidirectional full-range sound module characterized by a full
and warm tonal balance, the Sphere meets the highest
expectations for high quality sound, both indoor and
outdoor. The insertion of light for the Lighting Mood version
creates a wonderful tension between sound, light and material
making the sonic Sphere almost float into space.
Available also in subwoofer version.

SPHERE_470
HIGH QUALITY SOUND EVERYWHERE, INDOOR AND OUTDOOR

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

61cm
24.01”

47cm
18.50”

61cm
24.01”

61h x 47 cm (24.01h x 18.50 inches)

Dimensions:

55kg (121 pounds) in marble - 25kg (55 pounds) in terracotta

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
6” Dual Concentric

Speaker Type:

8Ω

Nominal Impedence:

Two way on board

Crossover:

50-20.000HZ (-6dB)

Frequency Range:
Sensitivity (1W-1m):

89dB

Speaker peak power:

300W

Speaker RMS POWER:

150W
200W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:
Lighting Mood specs (optional)
Light Source

Led module 1x7W

Rated Output

7W

Power Supply

90-260V

Light Color Temperature

3000K

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER
BODY MATERIALS
CLAY

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

Terracotttta

BASE MATERIALS

Stainless
steel

Brass

Painted Graphite
Aluminium

Painted Silver
Aluminium

architetturasonora.com/products/sphere-470/

The Spherina family goes back to the roots of Architettura
Sonora’s, the Sphere, an iconic image of High-End speakers, reworking and redesigning the shape and using new
materials and refined details. The result is a timeless and
advanced speaker, combining high-end design and
meticulous aesthetic. The Spherina_Air is an omnidirectional
loudspeaker characterized by a dual concentric 6" transducer,
with coaxial mid-woofer and tweeter to create a virtual point
source, providing a uniform omnidirectional coverage over the
vertical axis.
The new SHINE LINE Special Edition makes the Spherina truly unique through the ancient “Gilding” technique,
applying a very thin layer of gold, called “gold leaf”, over the
concrete body.

SPHERINA_AIR
TIMELESS LINES FOR ADVANCED SOUND

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

30cm

11.81”

30cm
11.81”

30 cm (11.81 inches)

Dimensions:

14kg (30 pounds)

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
6” Dual Concentric

Speaker Type:

8Ω

Nominal Impedence:

Two way on board

Crossover:

60-20.000HZ (-6dB)

Frequency Range:
Sensitivity (1W-1m):

88dB

Speaker peak power:

300W

Speaker RMS POWER:

150W
200W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER
BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

White

SHINE LINE SPECIAL EDITION

Red

Gold
Leaf

Silver
Leaf

Copper
Leaf

MECHANIC MATERIAL

Armoured cable

Stainless steel
tube

architetturasonora.com/products/spherina-air/

The Spherina family goes back to the roots of Architettura
Sonora’s, the Sphere, an iconic image of High-End speakers, reworking and redesigning the shape and using new
materials and refined details. The result is a timeless and
advanced speaker, combining high-end design and
meticulous aesthetic. The Spherina_Floor is an omnidirectional loudspeaker characterized by a dual concentric 6"
transducer, with coaxial mid-woofer and tweeter to create a
virtual point source, providing a uniform omnidirectional
coverage over the vertical axis.
The new SHINE LINE Special Edition makes the Spherina truly unique through the ancient “Gilding” technique,
applying a very thin layer of gold, called “gold leaf”, over the
concrete body.

SPHERINA_FLOOR
THE FUTURE OF SOUND MADE CONCRETE

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

30cm

11.81”

30cm
11.81”

30 cm (11.81 inches)

Dimensions:

14kg (30 pounds)

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
6” Dual Concentric

Speaker Type:

8Ω

Nominal Impedence:

Two way on board

Crossover:

60-20.000HZ (-6dB)

Frequency Range:
Sensitivity (1W-1m):

89dB

Speaker peak power:

300W

Speaker RMS POWER:

150W
200W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER
BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Black

Gray

White

SHINE LINE SPECIAL EDITION

Red

Gold
Leaf

Silver
Leaf

Copper
Leaf

BASE PLATE MATERIAL

Metal plate

Plexiglass plate

architetturasonora.com/products/spherina-floor/

Made exclusively in concrete finishes the Cubino is characterized by its pure form and mass, a 30x30x30cm cube
including the deflector, compact in size and in weight, it is
perfect choice for people looking for wide dynamics in a rather
small speaker; the Cubino is compact only in size,it delivers
infact a big sound: the 6-inch dual-concentric coaxial offers a
wide frequency response unexpected for such a compact
speaker.
The sleek, acoustically inert concrete body, available in four
different finishing and colors, satisfies the demand for a clean
and discreet design without compromising in acoustic quality,
meeting the most varied needs in acoustic and aesthetic
terms.

SPHERINA_
CUBINO AIR
TIMELESS
ADVANCED
SOUND
SIMPLE,
SLEEKLINES
AND FOR
COMPACT
QUALITY
SOUND

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

30cm
11.81”

30cm
11.81”

30cm
11.81”

30 x 30 x 30 cm (11.81 x 11.81 x 11.81inches)

Dimensions:

30 kg (66 pounds)

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
6” Dual Concentric

Speaker Type:

8Ω

Nominal Impedence:

Two way on board

Crossover:

55-20.000HZ (-6dB)

Frequency Range:
Sensitivity (1W-1m):

89dB

Speaker peak power:

300W

Speaker RMS POWER:

150W
200W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER
BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

White

Red

LEGS MATERIAL

Painted Graphite
steel

architetturasonora.com/products/cubino/

ARCHITETTURA SONORA put 60 years of experience in R&D to create the ICARUS FAMILY from scratch, offering you unparalleled performance in an incredible design and exceptional materials, a NEW PARADIGM of sound that is setting a milestone in home
pro-audio.
The ICARUS family of products has been conceived to provide a global acoustic solution: the clean lines, the customizable and
premium finishes, the modularity and the use of the most durable and resistant materials make this family of products very versatile and
reliable to satisfy any acoustics and design requirement without compromising sound quality both indoor and outdoor.

EXPLORE ICARUS _ FAMILY
ARCHITETTURA SONORA OFFERS A NEW RANGE OF HIGH-PERFORMING AUDIO SOLUTIONS FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR

ICARUS_STAND-ALONE

ICARUS_SUB

ICARUS_WALL

ICARUS_MULTISTAND

ICARUS_MULTIGROUND

ICARUS_MULTIWALL

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

The concept behind the NEW PARADIGM of sound set by the new ICARUS Family
is best represented by the introduction of the “ICARUS_stand-alone” model, the
first ALL-IN-ONE SYSTEM of this kind offering and extra wide coverage in a visually
elegant and refined audio system, seamlessly integrating with any design or space
without compromising sound quality.
“ICARUS” is composed by a high performing and extremely compact subwoofer
supporting a metal frame with two satellites that can be calibrated in terms of emission
width thanks to their adjustable mechanics; this ultra-compact system delivers a
crystal-clear sound produced by the two adjustable 3,5” satellites supported by a
deep, uncompressed bass, even at high output levels, released by its 8-inch woofer.
The ICARUS_STAND-ALONE was conceived and designed to meet any acoustic need,
from a contemporary living space to a patio, and also for total outdoor marine environments by choosing the stainless steel 316L Marine Grade metal parts featured in the
wide optional offer.

ICARUS_STAND-ALONE

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

11,9cm
4.68”

27cm
10.62”

34,6cm
13.62”

166,1cm
65.39”

27cm
10.62”

166,1h x 27 cm (65.39h x 10.62 inches)

Dimensions:

24kg (53 pounds) - Satellite 2,5Kg (5,5 pounds) - Sub 16,5Kg (36,4 pounds)

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS

Icarus-SAT

Icarus-SUB

2 x 3,5” Full range

Speaker Type:

8” Woofer

4Ω

Nominal Impedence:

8Ω

Frequency Range:

40-20.000Hz (-6dB)

Sensitivity (1W - m)

87 dB/W/m

Crossover:

DSP needed
60W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:

250W (Class D)

BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

White

Red

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

METAL COMPONENTS MATERIALS (FRAME AND 2 COVERS)

Stainless steel 304
Polished (Standard)

Stainless steel 304
Satin

Stainless steel 304
Painted matt black

Stainless steel 316L
Marine Grade

Oxidized
Brass

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

The Icarus NEW PARADIGM of SOUND is powerfully reinforced by the new
ICARUS_SUB, an extremely compact and elegant high performing subwoofer; the
ICARUS_SUB’s powerful 8-inch woofer mounted on board emits downwards within
the cylindrical body making the subwoofer a perfect omnidirectional low-end source.
Because of longer wavelengths, low-end frequencies are able to pass through most
obstacles, that is why the ICARUS_SUB has been designed to be easily placed
everywhere, indoor and outdoor, hidden or exposed to integrate seamlessly with any
design or material due to its extremely elegant and refined design supporting any kind
of low-frequency need without compromising sound quality.
This powerful subwoofer has been specifically designed to complete and support the
Icarus family satellites but can be very useful with the whole range of AS models,
particularly fit to pairing with cylinders considering its design.

ICARUS_SUB

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

27cm

10.62”

13.62”

34,6cm

34,6 h x 27 cm (13.62h x 10.62 inches)

Dimensions:

16,5Kg (36,4 pounds) Concrete

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
8” Woofer

Speaker Type:

4Ω

Nominal Impedence:

40-150Hz (-6dB)

Frequency Range:

87 dB/W/m

Sensitivity (1W - m)

DSP needed

Crossover:
Recommended amplifier power:

250 W

BODY MATERIALS

CONCRETE

Gray

Black

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

White

Red

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

METAL COMPONENTS MATERIALS (LEGS)

Stainless steel 304
Polished

Stainless steel 304
Satin

Stainless steel 304
Painted matt black
(Standard)

Stainless steel 316L
Marine Grade

Oxidized
Brass

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

ICARUS is a family of products designed to provide a global acoustic solution both
indoor and outdoor; the clean lines, the customizable finishes, the modularity make
this family of products very versatile to satisfy any acoustics and design requirement
without compromise.
The ICARUS_WALL is a 3.5" satellite that can be easily installed on wall or ceiling
thanks to the plate specifically designed to facilitate mounting and wiring.
Thanks to its peculiar spherical joint the ICARUS_WALL can be easily directed according to acoustic and spatial needs.
The use of a supporting subwoofer is not mandatory but particularly recommended
for the reproduction of music at high volumes or in all those configurations where low
frequencies are important.

ICARUS_WALL

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

10,9cm
4.30”
4,8cm
1.88”

11,9cm
4.68”

20,0cm
7.87”

15,2cm
5.98”

1,6cm
0.24”

11,9cm
4.68”

20 x 11,9 cm (7.87h x 4.68 inches)

Dimensions:

3,0Kg (6,6 pounds)

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
3,5” Full range

Speaker Type:

8Ω

Nominal Impedence:

100-20.000Hz (-6dB)

Frequency Range:
Sensitivity (1W - m)

86 dB/W/m

Crossover:

DSP needed
50W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:

BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

White

Red

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

METAL COMPONENTS MATERIALS (COVER, JOINT, REAR PLATE)

Stainless steel 304
Polished (Standard)

Stainless steel 304
Satin

Stainless steel 304
Painted matt black

Stainless steel 316L
Marine Grade

Oxidized
Brass

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

ICARUS is a family of products designed to provide a global acoustic solution both
indoor and outdoor; the clean lines, the customizable finishes, the modularity make
this family of products very versatile to satisfy any acoustics and design requirement
without compromise.
The MULTI category (Icarus Multistand/Multiground/Multiwall) denotes a sub-family
characterized by the presence of a double 2” diffuser that, thanks to the use of
special joints, can be adjusted according to the needs.
The entire MULTI category requires subwoofer support (the ICARUS SUB is recommended, but any other in the AS range would work).
ICARUS_MULTISTAND is the element conceived and designed for indoor environments or for outdoor use on paved floors. Thanks to its stand (with the base
matching the finish of the two satellites) the ICARUS_MULTISTAND can be positioned
and moved very easily.

ICARUS_MULTISTAND

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

2.87”
5.43”

11.81”

30cm

13,8cm

7,3cm

2.87”

7,3cm
133cm
52.36”

30cm
11.81”

133h x 30 cm (52.36h x 11.81 inches)

Dimensions:

10Kg (22 pounds)

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
2 x 2” Full Range

Speaker Type:

4Ω

Nominal Impedence:

150-20.000Hz (-6dB)

Frequency Range:

83 dB/W/

Sensitivity (1W - m)
Crossover:

DSP needed
50W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:

BODY MATERIALS (SATELLITES’ BODY AND STAND BASE)
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

White

Red

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

METAL COMPONENTS MATERIALS (POLE AND 2 COVERS)

Stainless steel 304
Polished (Standard)

Stainless steel 304
Satin

Stainless steel 304
Painted matt black
(except pole)

Stainless steel 316L
Marine Grade

Oxidized
Brass

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

ICARUS is a family of products designed to provide a global acoustic solution both
indoor and outdoor; the clean lines, the customizable finishes, the modularity make
this family of products very versatile to satisfy any acoustics and design requirement
without compromise.
The MULTI category (Icarus Multistand/Multiground/Multiwall) denotes a sub-family
characterized by the presence of a double 2” diffuser that, thanks to the use of
special joints, can be adjusted according to the needs.
The entire MULTI category requires subwoofer support (the ICARUS SUB is recommended, but any other in the AS range would work).
ICARUS_MULTIGROUND is the element created for outdoor installations and it can
be placed directly in the ground. Thanks to its special stand (with a special stabilizing
plate) the ICARUS_MULTIGROUND can be positioned very easily in the grass or between the hedges.

ICARUS_MULTIGROUND

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

7.48”
19,0cm
15cm
5.90”

90cm
35.43”

74,50cm
29.33”
7,3cm
2.87”

15,50cm
6.10”

8,30cm
3.26”

15cm
5.90”

90h x 15 cm (35.43h x 5.90 inches)

Dimensions:

9 Kg (19,8 pounds)

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
2 x 2” Full Range

Speaker Type:

4Ω

Nominal Impedence:

150-20.000Hz (-6dB)

Frequency Range:

83 dB/W/

Sensitivity (1W - m)
Crossover:

DSP needed
50W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:

BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

White

Red

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

METAL COMPONENTS MATERIALS (POLE AND 2 COVERS)

Stainless steel 304
Polished (Standard)

Stainless steel 304
Satin

Stainless steel 304
Painted matt black
(except pole)

Stainless steel 316L
Marine Grade

Oxidized
Brass

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

ICARUS is a family of products designed to provide a global acoustic solution both
indoor and outdoor; the clean lines, the customizable finishes, the modularity make
this family of products very versatile to satisfy any acoustics and design requirement
without compromise.
The MULTI category (Icarus Multistand/Multiground/Multiwall) denotes a sub-family
characterized by the presence of a double 2” diffuser that, thanks to the use of
special joints, can be adjusted according to the needs.
The entire MULTI category requires subwoofer support (the ICARUS SUB is recommended, but any other in the AS range would work).
ICARUS_MULTIWALL is the model designed to satisfy the needs of particular indoor
installations. Thanks to its special plate (which makes the wiring very easy) the ICARUS_MULTIWALL can be easily positioned on walls or ceilings.

ICARUS_MULTIWALL

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

2,3cm
0.90”

10.62”
27,0cm

14,1cm
5.55”

7,3cm
2.87”

19,6cm
7.71”

19,3cm
7.59”

27 x 12cm plate (10.62x4.72 inches)

Dimensions:

Satellite 4,0 Kg (8,8 pounds)

Weight:

SPECIFICATIONS
2 x 2” Full Range

Speaker Type:

4Ω

Nominal Impedence:

150-20.000Hz (-6dB)

Frequency Range:

83 dB/W/

Sensitivity (1W - m)
Crossover:

DSP needed
50W (Class D)

Recommended amplifier power:

BODY MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Gray

Black

MARBLE, TRAVERTINE, ALTERNATIVE STONES

White

Red

White
Carrara

Black
Marquina

Classic
Travertine

Walnut
Travertine

Pick your
favourite
stone

METAL COMPONENTS MATERIALS (PLATE, 2 JOINTS AND 2 COVERS)

(Standard)
Stainless steel 304
Polished (joints/covers)
Painted matt black (Rear plate)

Stainless steel 304
Polished (Standard)

Stainless steel 304
Satin

Stainless steel 304
Painted matt black

Stainless steel 316L
Marine Grade

Oxidized
Brass

ARCHITETTURASONORA.COM

ARCHITETTURA SONORA

BESPOKE SOUND
Architettura Sonora (AS) is a revolutionary designer of high-performing audio solutions and
acoustic experiences, both indoor and outdoor. Each AS speaker is sewn on the client and
designer’s desires, becoming a full expression of "bespoke sound"; the combination of the
various materials and finishes allows infinite declinations that confirm Architettura Sonora’s
sartorial vocation and its constant ability to interpret materials innovatively.
Each AS element, individually and meticulously produced by skilled craftsmen, is a unique piece
of art highly distinguished by a superior sound quality, design innovation, and tactile features
rarely associated with speaker design.
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Natural light, on the other hand, plays a central role for the new Shine Line Special Edition, designed to
enhance the uniqueness of Spherina Air and Spherina Floor speakers through the ancient “Gilding” technique,
an ornamental decoration method, largely widespread in medieval art and architecture, to embellish an object
through the application of a very thin layer of gold, called “gold leaf”. Architettura Sonora offers three different
kinds of Gilding , with gold, copper or silver leaf.

NATURAL SHAPE OF SOUND
Each one of our sound modules is the result of a meticulous “dialogue” between form and function, physics of
sound and design aesthetics. We start by a combination of desired reflection and sound projection with an aim
to optimize the acoustic experience through a perfect marriage of shape and sound. The next step involves an
evolutionary process of distillation that aims at eliminating any feature unnecessary to the sound modules, to
arrive to the final natural shape of sound, design-driven innovation inspired by Nature.

THE OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE
In outdoor, the acoustic experience resulting from Architettura Sonora’s approach to technology, design and
materials creates a real “high-fidelity en plein air” feel, creating the opportunity to listen to the finest possible
sound in a non-invasive setting, since both the shapes and the materials make the sound modules disappear
and blur into the landscape.

MATERIAL FEEL
The simplicity of AS archetypical forms finds endless possibilities through a wide selection of materials and
finishes, engaging the senses in different ways and creating infinite design opportunities.
This approach, that might seem counter-intuitive in the digital age, strongly characterizes Architettura Sonora:
materiality in AS speakers extends far beyond the simple fact of physical matter to broadly encompass the
emotional field related to a tactile experience of sound and space.

SOUND OF LIGHT
The magic alchemy of sound and light finally together in the “Lighting Mood” collection; the inclusion of light
makes AS most famous floor standing elements even more fascinating and intriguing. The strong materiality that
distinguishes AS tactile approach to audio solutions is poetically counterbalanced by the introduction of Light,
the most ethereal “material”.
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EXPLORE AS SOLUTIONS
ARCHITETTURA SONORA OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF HIGH-PERFORMING AUDIO SOLUTIONS ALL FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR

SPHERINA

SPHERE

MEDOUSÊ

CYLINDER

CUBINO

CUBE

CUBE 2LV_ SUB

DROP

SMALL HELMET

SHARK_ SUB

PERGOLA

HAPPINESS BY SOUND
With 70 years experience in the speaker industry, Architettura Sonora is offering a range of high performing
audio solutions that will suit any needs, taking your audio experience to a whole new level, pleasing your eyes
as much as your ears. Every module is designed to fit the widest array of uses, whether working as a single unit
to enhance the atmosphere of a space, or with an array of other modules to fill a space of any size with reference quality sound. This “sonorization” of a space is what gives Architettura Sonora its name, and must be
experienced to be understood.

OUTSTANDING SOUND QUALITY
Architettura Sonora, part of the B&C Speakers Group one of the largest and most prestigious professional
transducer manufacturers in the world, designs and manufactures our entire product in-house to exacting
standards of performance as well as fit and finishes. Every speaker is designed specifically for the needs of its
respective sound module, a privilege that no competitor can claim. The transducer used in each of our product
guarantees our excellent sound quality, allowing us to offer a truly high-fidelity experience. Our commitment
to excellence ensures that quality procedures and controls mark all stages of production of a Architettura
Sonora’s loudspeaker, from checking each component bought-in by suppliers to rigorous tests at every stage
of our own production line and a final test of every finished assembled sound modules. Every AS loudspeaker
is calibrated by hand and finally auditioned in our anechoic chambers before receiving its final approval.
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APOLLO

SPHERINA
MID_AIR
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CYLINDER
TABLE

Made in Toscany

ARCHITETTURA SONORA
a division of B&C SPEAKERS
via del Fornaccio, 44 - Vallina
50012 - Bagno a Ripoli (FI) - Italy
Tel +39 055 65721
Fax +39 055 6572312
info@architetturasonora.com
www. architetturasonora.com

